EST 1978

G.M. Bloo
On Sec / Social Sec / Webmaster Tampax Hash Cash Fitzall
R.A. Pyro Hash Splash Orig / Pyro Raffle Boydwonder
Haberdash Alias Hash Flash Woolies Hash Horn Bloo / Blank
Run 2156 – Boydwunder @ Soccer Training in Morley
Preamble:
Another Monday night another location, another hare, but the usually crowd of Hashmen. Parking for this
evening’s gala event was at a premium as it seems that the local junior soccer club defies the norm and trains
on a Monday night. Elvis did not help the situation by requiring six spaces for the trailer, plus an additional
space to allow him to manoeuvre his girth between the trailer and any other vehicle. Not to be deterred one
soccer family decided there was enough room behind the trailer to park their Toorak taxi, so that they could
drop off young Ethan. As neither party had a proficient fluency of the English language, Elvis used sign
language to ward off the intruder.
Following tradition at 6:30 the GM began the proceedings by calling upon the hare to give some instructions on
the run. Nothing spectacular, just chalk on the path or kerb and directions of the on. Blank was disappointed
(once again) when after asking about a drink stop, received a negative response.

The Run
Around the streets we went onto a check, on to a false trail around the streets into more false trails and some
more checks. As the night got darker and the pack circled around towards the trailer Blank could still be heard
muttering about drink stops and him being the greatest Hashman in the history of Bullsbrook. Despite this minor
setback, everyone managed to make it back to the bucket safely.

Distance 3.28km Duration 43:20

The Run Down:
Upon our return to the bucket, it was deemed that as we had pissed off the local soccer club enough by taking
up their parking, we should not subject them to further harassment and to protect the delicate ears of Oliver,
William , Jack, Noah or Thomas etc, the trailer should be moved to the opposite end of the reserve.
His Excellency the GM requested a precise of the run first from Woolies, who was most pleased with the run
because had completed the whole run and he was still alive at the end of it, there judged the run worth of an
8.0. Rooted was similarly pleased with the run, as there were no hills and the pack stayed together. Rooted also
deemed the run worthy of a score of 8.0. Dikvan thought the run was perfect, despite having Blank as a walking
companion for part of the run and similarly decided the run was worthy of an 8.0.
The GM concurred with the previous remarks and was pleased with the run which despite a small hic-up with
the rain prior to the run, washing out a false trail was well set and awarded the run his usual 7.0

Prick Of The Week:
Blank came close to receiving the Phalanx this week, but the GM decided it was to complicated for Blank to
understand, so he abstained.

Charges:
GM – Blank Not thinking of fellow Hashmen. After the last false trail, Blank informed the GM that there were no
more runners behind him, despite the GM not agreeing with him. Elvis reappeared behind the pack after the
pack reached the next corner.
Gulity – DD Blank
Alias – Everyone else Perving on the Kids at Soccer

Reversed – DD Alais

Rooted – Dickvan Pissing behind the tree with each other (possibly pissing in each other’s pocket)
Guilty – DD Dickvan
Elvis – Rooted Wet check. The RA (and everyone) else could not understand what Elvis was talking about
Reversed DD – Elvis
Alias – Elvis Stripping down to his jocks in the carpark in front of all the soccer kids
Guilty DD - Elvis

General business:
Diesel requested that we procure some new Bullsbrook Hash caps
The GM appointed Elvis as the acting GM in his absence at the Awesome Foursome Run next week
Tampax was sad to report that Duke would no longer be at any further runs, as he had died by hanging himself
on the fence whilst attempting to escape.

Visitors:
Nil

Returnees:
Dickvan

Celebrities:
Nil

Raffle:
Winners this week were Fitzall, Rooted and Diesel

Song:
Diesel lead us off in the rendition of the club song

Hareline:

Please take the trouble to read the Hareline and take note of your allocated date. Don’t leave it
until the 11th hour to let us know that you can’t honour the commitment. If you can’t set your run, you need to
arrange a swap and then advise the Onsec of the change.
Run No

Date

Hare

Location

2157

18:15 Start

Pyro

Awesome Foursome Run, Richard Guelfi Res, Balcatta

Rooted

Car Park, Challenger Parade near Swanage Avenue, City Beach

2158

22OCT18
29OCT18

2159

05NOV18

West Coast

Melbourne Cup Run

2160

12NOV18

Bloo

Stirling Square, Cnr Stirling St & West Swan Rd, Guilford

2161

19NOV18

Orig

TBA

Harriettes

Salvos Run

Blank
Pyro

Joint West Coast TBA
TBA

2162
2163
2164

Tue 27NOV18
03DEC18
10DEC18

Dishonour Roll
Shit Award: TBA
POW: TBA
Glasses: TBA
Dummy: TBA

Lifers: Doglover, Fitzall, Orrible, Diesel,
Elvis, Orig, Bloo, Boydwonder

Upcoming Events - Other Hash Clubs:
Rock City 1400th Run Over the Weekend Of 27 - 28 October 2018.
Hamersley's 40th Anniversary - Friday 2nd Nov 2018 & Monday 5th Nov 2018
Busselton HHH 30th Anniversary Friday 22nd to Sunday 24th February 2019

Upcoming Events – Bullsbrook Hash
Hash Lunch, 26OCT18 Metro Bar and Bistro, 33 Mounts Bay Rd, Perth
Hash Lunch, 14DEC18 Fibber McGee's Irish Pub & Steakhouse, 711 Newcastle St, Leederville
On on
Tampax

A Victorian Brewery is producing a beer in honour of Fitzall

